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WHERE WE ARE 

 

 Assignment 4 is due Nov. 25 and is posted, as per email communication. 

 Our final exam. will be due 18.  

 I did not intend for the assignment 4 to be due after the final exam. But it is what it is.  

 I will probably prepare videos for you the rest of this semester. This course is listed as 

"hybrid." 

 We may or may not meet again in person this semester for PADM 5302. 

 

WRITING GRANT APPLICATIONS 

 

I don't think most government agencies commonly write grant applications or receive money 

through grants. 

 

BUT LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AND NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (including 

universities) certainly do! 

 

Here is the web portal of the ASU office of Research and Sponsored Programs. 

 

https://www.asurams.edu/orsp/ 

 

Unlike property taxes, grants ARE NOT a source of continue funding that you can factor into 

your OPERATING BUDGET from year to year or build into your REVENUE ESTIMATES 

each year. 

 

Most grants are often "small" ONE-SHOT PROJECTS -- neither like regular operations or 

capital projects.  

 

Having said that, some non-profit organizations may, in fact, depend upon securing a series of 

grants from year to year to survive.  But it is SOFT MONEY, meaning that you cannot assume it 

will be there from year to year.  

 

Non-profit organizations can be entrepreneurial. In other words, someone in the organization is 

"well connected" and has the good reputation from year to year to find funding for new projects, 

much like a musician might live, "from gig to gig." 

 

And for a city government, it is almost a crime not to be aware of opportunities to apply for 

APPROPRIATE GRANTS, and be able to divert some tax revenues for other purposes. 

And, even government agencies might identify opportunities to sell some of their performance 

capacities as SHARED SERVICES to other organization (especially in times when "across the 

board" budget cuts are proposed by conservative political leaders. 

https://www.asurams.edu/orsp/


 

Government administrators do not usually think this way. There is a lot to be said for thinking 

like a business person, even in the public sector. For example, can two hospitals in a city share a 

centralized laundry service and each reduce the costs of the specialized kinds of laundries that 

hospitals need? Well, yes. It may or may not be a good idea. 

 

Potential SPONSORS who offer grant opportunities come in different kinds and with different 

motivations. 

 

I mean, philanthropy is not just someone screaming -- Free money! Come here for free money! 

 

FOUNDATIONS and CORPORATIONS exist either because they see a benefit for themselves 

in being philanthropic; or because they have values they (and their members) share and want to 

promote. Basically, they are OUTSOURCING their goodwill.  

 

They are looking for PROFESSIONAL, WELL-QUALIFIED organizations willing to do things 

they themselves may not be well-able to do.  

 

There can be a PUBLIC RELATIONS aspect to it. Corporations list their giving in their annual 

reports. They want to appear to be GOOD CORPORATE CITIZENS.   

 

FOUNDATIONS and others publish their "giving guidelines." Consider this one from Sony 

Corporation. 

 

https://www.sony.com/en_us/SCA/social-responsibility/giving-guidelines.html 

 

For what it may be worth, here are my suggestions regarding how a local government might find 

and use grants. 

 

1. Be aware of funding opportunities (have a list of potential sponsors) and check the 

announcements regularly. This needs to be SYSTEMATIC and not haphazard. It is part of 

ENVIRONMENTAL SCANNING. 

 

2. Don't merely chase the money. Generally speaking, don't do things that the local 

government would not think to do except for the money. If there is no local interest in bicycle 

paths, then (probably) do not submit a grant application for bicycle paths.  

 

3. Build a reputation for being professional and responsible. Sponsors want evidence that 

their money has accomplished something. Build in EVALUATION of outcomes. Report 

honestly back to the sponsor. Say, "thank you." 

 

4. Try not to merely use grants to move money around. In other words, sponsors are not 

interested in just contributing to the GENERAL FUND. They want projects completed that 

would not have been funded anyway.  

 

https://www.sony.com/en_us/SCA/social-responsibility/giving-guidelines.html


5. Make a compelling and honest statement of the need. What is the gap? Why is filling the 

gap important? WHO WILL BENEFIT AND HOW? What are the short-term and long-term 

expected benefits, and to whom? 

 

6. Look out for the hooks!  

 

 
Source: PEXELS. com 

 

Often as state government will offer grants to local governments within the state that will fund 

some activity for two or three years and then pull out. The "hook" is that one a new program 

begins, the local government may be expected (by citizens) to continue it "forever."  It may be 

something worth continuing. But if there is no revenue flowing from it, where is the money 

going to come from to sustain it after the grant expires? 

 

7. Be creative and identify unexpected opportunities if the "fit" is right.  

 

8. But generally speaking, LOOK STRATEGICALLY and know the kinds of projects you 

seek funding for. Build a track record of professionalism. USE YOU NETWORKS to let others 

know what kinds of grant opportunities you are seeking. If you see a grant announcement that 

may be "right" for another jurisdiction, tell them! They may return the favor to you some day. 

 

9. Submit realistic proposals. If you have no idea what it costs to do a particular kind of 

project, get some help. The BUDGET for the project must make sense. Don't promise the moon 

for a shoestring budget. On the other hand, don't "pad" the request too much. Be realistic. Realize 

that if you get the grant you probably have to explain some day how the money was used, and 

what the outcomes were.  


